“Examination of Weapon Report”

To,

The Investigating Officer N.A. Police Station N.A

Ref: Your Letter No N.A Dated N.A

I have Honor to forward herewith the result of my examination of Weapons as follows

Name of the Weapon: ____________________________

Type of the Weapon: ____________________________

Description:

A. Blade: -
   1) Length ____________________________
   2) Breadth ____________________________
   3) Margins ____________________________
   4) Point ____________________________
   5) Thickness/Circumference ____________________________

B. Handle: -
   1) Length ____________________________
   2) Breadth/Circumference ____________________________
   3) Texture ____________________________

C. Joint: -

Injuries Possible: ____________________________

Injuries Impossible: ____________________________

Stain/Print/Foreign Body (If any): ____________________________